
E-authentication and e-signatures 

The notion of electronic signature grants equal treatment to signatures done on paper 
and electronically, including with respect to admissibility as evidence in legal 
proceedings. This is beneficial to business due to reduction in physical representation 
costs, yet also is of convenience to consumers. Since e-commerce users might operate 
on different levels and thus use technologies of different degrees of advancement, the 
negotiated rules aim at allowing for certain flexibility and subjects establishment of 
requirements with respect to complexity of electronic signatures to party autonomy. 
Nevertheless, as in the case with requirements set to the form of contracts (e.g. the 
statute of frauds) exceptions are allowed for certain forms of transactions, where 
members might choose to establish particular threshold to prevent potential 
misdealing. The term “authentication” is predominantly used with respect to 
determination if electronic signature is genuine and associated with the signatory. It 
is also suggested that Member shall encourage the use of interoperable electronic 
authentication and the mutual recognition of electronic authentication services issued 
by trust services providers. In discussions related to these notions, reference often 
made to the pertinent e-commerce framework developed by the UNCITRAL through 
its Model Law on Electronic Commerce (1996); Model Law on Electronic Signatures 
(2001) and the UN Convention on Use of Electronic Communications in International 
Contracts (2005).  
 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

a. E-authentication 

Definition: The text of the JSI on e-commerce contains an elaborated definition of e-
authentication, referring to: “verifying the identity of a party to an electronic 
communication or transaction” and/or “ensuring the integrity of an electronic 
communication”.  

Interoperability: Parties are encouraged to use interoperable electronic authentication. 

Mutual recognition: The proposals encourage mutual recognition of e-authentications.  

Party autonomy: the parties shall be free to determine e-authentication method for their 
transactions. 

Opportunity to prove compliance with the relevant requirements before the regulatory 
authorities: the parties to an electronic transaction shall not be prevented from having the 
opportunity to establish before judicial or administrative authorities that their transaction 
complies with any legal requirements with regard to electronic authentication. 

Application of authentication rules to other electronic processes: it is also suggested to 
apply the same authentication rules to electronic seals, electronic time stamps and 
electronic registered delivery services. 

Exceptions: the JSI proposals suggest that a Member may require that, for select 
transactions, authentication methods shall meet particular standards or be subject to 
certification by the accredited authority. Such requirements need to be embedded in the 
national laws and regulations. No indicative examples are provided. 

 

b. E-signatures 



Definition: The JSI text offers a definition of "Electronic signature" as “data in electronic 
form that is in, affixed to, or logically associated with [an electronic/a] data message that 
may be used to identify [and verify] the signatory in relation to the data message and 
indicate the signatory's approval of the information contained in the data message”. It is 
suggested, additionally, that the parties may choose to accord greater legal effect to an 
electronic signature that also ensures that an electronic data message has not been altered 
or that [also] verifies the identity of a signatory in relation to the electronic data message.  

Principles: The JSI submissions further refer to the same principles as for the e-
authentication (party autonomy and providing parties with opportunities to prove 
compliance). 

Mutual recognition of digital signatures is encouraged (though interoperability is not 
explicitly referred to). 

Equivalence / non-discrimination: it is suggested that electronic and non-electronic 
signatures have the same legal effect. 

The suggested exceptions are identical to those for the case of e-authentication. 

 

 

 

 



Electronic contracts 

The rule requires states to grant legal effect, validity and enforceability to contracts 
concluded through electronic means in their national laws and make the necessary 
adjustments in their legal frameworks, so that electronic conclusion of contracts is not 
hindered. Recognizing that each state might have reasons to apply enhanced formal 
requirements to particular types of the transactions, the rule will likely provide for 
exceptions to be set by virtue of the national law. 
 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

Definition: the JSI draft text defines “Electronic Contract” as an agreement between parties 
made through the electronic system. 
Even though phrased somewhat differently in the proposed textual alternatives, the JSI 
proponents appear to establish equivalence / non-discrimination between the paper-based 
and electronic contracts (including those concluded via the automatic information system). 
Notably, through establishment of the legal framework allowing to conclude electronic 
contracts / ensuring their legal effect and validity / not creating obstacles on their use. 
One of the proposals suggests linking conclusion of electronic contracts to using electronic 
signature “as an instrument that guarantees legal effect and ensures validity and integrity of contracts 
by applying of national cryptography instruments” (e.g. likely the “digital” subtype of the 
electronic signature). 
Suggested exceptions vary in the level of their elaboration. See Figure 1 below. 
 
Figure 1: Suggested exceptions from the e-contracts disciplines 
 
Alt. 1 - the list  Alt. 2  

This Article (electronic contracts) does not apply to 
broadcasting services, gambling services, legal 
representation services, to services of notaries or 
equivalent professions involving a direct and specific 
connection with the exercise of public authority, and to 
contracts that establish or transfer rights in real estate, 
contracts requiring by laws or regulations the 
involvement of courts, public authorities or professions 
exercising public authority, contracts of suretyship 
granted and oncollateral securities furnished by persons 
acting for purposes outside their trade, business or 
profession and contracts governed by family laws or 
regulations or by the laws or regulations of succession.] 

Paragraph 2 does not apply to:  
(a) contracts that require 
witnessing in person; 
(b) contracts that create or 
transfer rights in real estate; 
(c) contracts requiring by law 
the involvement of courts, 
public authorities or 
professions exercising public 
authority; or 
(d) contractsgoverned by family 
law or by the law of 
succession.] 

 



Electronic invoicing 

Electronic invoice (or e-invoice) is an electronic document that meets legal 
requirements for invoices and guarantees its source and content. Indeed, efficiency 
gains from conclusion of the contract online are substantially reduced should a usual 
lengthy paper-based process be followed throughout invoicing and payment stages. 
E-invoices are exchanged using a secure network and a common proven standard, 
which allow different software or systems to communicate with each other, likebeing 
able to make a phone call to another phone, regardless of either phone’s model, brand 
or carrier1. Members concede that e-invoicing systems could help improve the speed 
and reliability of electronic commerce transactions. Electronic invoicing is largely 
impacted by the issues, which are rather typical for the e-commerce transactions 
solutions: variations in the relevant legal solutions adopted nationally (with respect to 
content, confirmation (through e-signatures), etc.); different invoicing formats, 
standards and templates; security threats to the integrity of the transmitted 
instruments. 
 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The JSI draft calls for establishment of laws and regulations allowing for equivalence / non-
discriminatory use of the electronic invoices. 
 
The JSI draft also vaguely refers to the importance of e-invoicing standards aimed at 
improving efficiency, accuracy, and reliability of e-commerce transactions. 
 
Finally draft obligates Members to ensure that the e-invoicing measures implemented 
nationally are designed to support cross-border interoperability, being based on the relevant 
international systems, guidelines and recommendations among others and encourages them 
to share the best practices in the domain. 
 

 
1 Electronic invoicing: enhancing trustand efficiency in international commerce, ICC / WTO virtual panel discussion, 

19 April 2021. 
 



Facilitation of e-payments 

Electronic payments are important to make e-commerce reality. They are indispensable for 
this task in the cross-border setting.  

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

Some members oppose the consideration of disciplines on financial services (including 
payments) within the JSI, while others have made proposals in this regard. As a result, the 
ultimate fate of this subject within the JSI is unclear. The only textual submission 
incorporated into the Consolidated Text dwells on the following principles: electronic 
payments shall be allowed; MFN and NT shall be granted to foreign service suppliers 
(modes of supply not clearly indicated, yet, likely, 1 and 2); specific rule providing for the 
establishment of a commercial presence (Mode 3) shall be elaborated; access to national 
payment and clearing systems shall be granted; non-discriminatory and least trade-
restrictive licensing shall be ensured (NB: the JSI on Services – Domestic Regulation might 
be of relevance to this aspect); and consultations with foreign payment suppliers operating 
in the territory of the member in rule-making shall be conducted. Another text (suggested 
by Indonesia in early 2020 and closely following the relevant solutions reflected in the 
ASEAN ECA, but not reflected in the Consolidated text), emphasizes on safety and 
security; efficiency; and the operability of electronic payment systems, “taking into account 
the readiness of each Member State in terms of capacity, infrastructure, and regulation of 
e-payment systems […].” 

The new set of relevant rules and practices in the sector originates, inter alia, from the two 
recent digital trade-specific agreements: Singapore–Australia DEA, and Singapore–Chile–
New Zealand DEPA. These instruments emphasize the following: full engagement of non-
financial and non-banking institutions; internationally accepted standards (ISO [27000 in 
fin. services], etc.) as a basis of the solutions adopted; active reliance on the APIs; innovation 
(including through regulatory sandboxes); competition between PSP/POS (domestic, 
regional, global); promptness of consideration and approval as a matter of domestic 
regulation; OSS-based software; risk-based approach; and cross-border authentication.  

The cross-border authentication was also invoked in the JSI on MSMEs, discussing issues 
of relevance to MSEMEs and small businesses. The recent Declaration on addressing trade-
related aspects of MSMEs' access to finance and cross-border payments (which forms a part 
of a package of measures aimed at assisting MSME engagement in international trade) 
elaborated by this Initiative, calls for cooperation between Members on the MSME 
financing and cross-border payments, for these purposes, seemingly emphasizing on the 
importance of adhesion to the LEI system for legal entities. 

The recent Declaration on addressing trade-related aspects of MSMEs' access to finance and 
cross-border payments (which forms a part of a package of measures aimed at assisting 
MSME engagement in international trade proposed in the WTO JSI on MSMEs), calls for 
cooperation between Members on the MSME financing and cross-border payments, for 
these purposes, seemingly emphasizing on the importance of adhesion to the LEI1 system 
for legal entities. 

 

 
1 LEI Register, 2020. Payment Application. [online]: https://www.leinumber.com 



Interactive computer services (limiting liability and infringement, JSI context) 

Definitions: the JSI draft defines both “Information content provider” (a person or entity that 
creates or develops, in whole or in part, information provided through the internet or another 
interactive computer service) and “Interactive computer service” (a system or service that 
provides or enables electronic access by multiple users to a computer server). 
The main rule: the proposed language prohibits treating a supplier or a user of an interactive 
computer service as an information content provider in determining liability for harms related 
to information stored, processed, transmitted, distributed, or made available by the service, 
except when the supplier or user has, in whole or in part, created or developed the 
information. 
Exceptions: the rule does not prevent application of measures pertaining to intellectual 
property/ its infringement; enforcement of the criminal laws and regulations; compliance 
with specific lawful orders, including those issued by the enforcement authority. The 
provision is also subject to general exceptions, including protection of public morals. With 
respect of the latter, it is noted that measures necessary to protect against online sex trafficking, 
sexual exploitation of children, and prostitution, are measures necessary to protect public 
morals. 
The “good Samaritan” rules: the proponent suggests that Members shall not impose liability 
on a user or supplier of an interactive computer service for  

(a) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material 
that is accessible or available through its supply or use of the interactive computer 
services and that the supplier or user considers to be harmful or objectionable; or 

(b) any action taken to enable or make available the technical means that enable an 
information content provider or other persons to restrict access to material that it 
considers to be harmful or objectionable. 
 

A separate JSI proposal focuses on the IP rights violations. It establishes a non-mandatory 
mechanism for notification of the IP infringements to the relevant Members, including the 
Member in which the computing facilities for the interactive computer services are located, 
and obligates the Party having received the notification to endeavor to cooperate to 
discontinue the infringement.  
 



Competition  

The discipline addresses the challenges posed by “some characteristics of digital trade, such 
as platform-based business models, multi-sided markets, network effects and economies of 
scale” and calls the parties to endeavor to develop appropriate approaches protecting 
competition in digital market and strengthen collaboration to identify and mitigate market 
distortions. 
 
 



The consolidated text in the JSI contains multiple proposals, focusing on varied aspects of relevance 
to both trade in goods and in services and/ or further elaborating on / adding to the different aspects 
of the TFA (“the TFA-Plus”- type obligations) [see below]. Among those are: the language on 
paperless trading; de minimis; streamlining of customs procedures; improvement of trade policies; 
single window data exchange and system interoperability; enhanced trade facilitation (solely for the 
goods sold online, in particular, with respect to the implementation of the TFA paras 1, 4, 7, 8 and 9 
of Art. 7, Art. 8, and paras 1, 3 and 4 of Art. 10); use of technology for the release and clearance of 
goods and improving logistics services capacity and infrastructure connectivity; as well as 
liberalization in “trade facilitation services”.  

The proposals show different level of elaboration and eventual support by the participants. Some of 
them appear to be linked to the market access commitments in services.  

A segment of the Members believes that the digital trade facilitation disciplines are better suited to be 
addressed in the other fora (the WTO TF Committee, WCO, etc.). 

 
Paperless trading 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 
Within the JSI context, the notion grants equal treatment to paper documents and the 
documents in electronic format in two ways. First, through obliging members to make 
trade administration documents (e.g. forms issued or controlled by a Member that 
must be completed by or for an importer or exporter in connection with the 
importation or exportation of goods) available to the public in electronic form, for 
instance by publishing those on a designated web page. Secondly-through obliging 
members to accept trade administration documents submitted electronically as legal 
equivalent of paper versions of those documents 

Definitions: the JSI draft defines trade administration documents as “the forms [and 
documents] issued or controlled by a [Party/Member] that must be completed by or for an importer 
or exporter in connection with the import, export or [transit] of goods”. The definition of 
supporting documents also suggested (“any document that may be required by Customs or other 
governmental agency to support the information presented on trade administration documents”). 

Expansion of use of paperless trading features several elaborated provisions: for instance, 
the Parties are called to ensure availability of trade administration documents in 
interoperable format (which can be electronically interchanged directly). 

Exceptions to acceptance of e-trade administration and e-supporting documents, the 
integrity and authenticity of which is ensured, guided by domestic or international legal 
requirements or effectiveness of trade administration process are also suggested. 

Regulatory thresholds: expanded list of the types of trade administration documents to be 
exchanged electronically is put together, including: (a) Electronic phytosanitary certificate 
(e-Phyto), as defined in the International Standard for Phytosanitary Measures 12 of the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; (b) Electronic CITES permit 
(eCITES), for the implementation of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora; (c) International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
Electronic Air Waybill (e-AWB) and Cargo XML; (d) United Nations Centre for Trade 
Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Data Interchange for Administration, 
Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT), Electronic SPS Certificate (eCERT). Necessary 
information from the Parties, which are members of the above solutions to non-members 



thereof is anticipated. The use of the WCO Unique Consignment Reference is also 
encouraged. 

Cooperation: the two alternative versions of the relevant text refer to cooperation: 
bilaterally, in the international forums, through the competent authorities, and provision 
of technical assistance, for the standardization purposes, among others. 

 

De minimis 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The proponents of expansion of de minimis within the JSI suggest to extend de-
minimis rules to all low-value shipments (or, alternatively, low value shipments of 
items imported for personal use), estimating, that many of such shipments would 
amount to purchases made via e-commerce. Taking into account relevant WCO 
standards, including WCO Cross Border E-Commerce Framework of Standards and 
WCO Guidelines on Immediate Released Goods in working out the de-minimis rules 
is also suggested.  
In conformity with the GATT Art. III, internal taxes could still be collected in a non-
discriminatory manner.  
Restricted or controlled goods, inter alia, those subject to import licensing, are 
exempted from the de minimis rules. 
 
Customs procedures 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

With “customs procedures” being defined for this JSI submission purposes as “the 
treatment applied by each customs authority to goods and means of transport that are 
subject to customs law”, the proponents suggest that the Members shall ensure that 
their customs procedures and practices are predictable, consistent, transparent, and 
efficient. It is also suggested to enhance transparency over the customs procedures via 
prompt provision of information and responses to specific information requests from 
other Members and to endeavor to adopt procedures allowing the option of payment 
by electronic means. 
More e-commerce-specific parts of the respective disciplines suggest that Members 
shall adopt or maintain simplified customs procedures to streamline and speed up the 
customs procedures of goods, transacted by electronic commerce. 
 
Improvements to trade policies 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The proponent suggests establishing special rules concerned with tariff measures and 
NTMs applicable to cross-border E-commerce where products in small consignments 
are sold [notably, by the MSMEs] online and later physically delivered to consumers 
or buyers within Member territories, subject to limit on transaction value of each 
consumer or buyer, and/or limit on scope of products under such policies, if any. It is 
also suggested that the goods sold online and later physically delivered should not be 
subject to higher tariffs and NTMs than those sold in the regular (physical) trade. 



Single windows data exchange and system interoperability 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The Proponent suggests to integrate into the national foreign trade single window (to 
note, in parts, this structure is addressed in the TFA and discussed under the auspices 
of the other JSI – on MSMEs) an electronic interface for the exchange of data relevant 
for customs clearance, including electronic trade administration documents, 
accessible to traders, international trade logistic service providers, governmental 
agencies and other relevant stakeholders and allowing for advanced submission of 
documents. The interface is suggested to be open to intermediaries acting on behalf of 
the traders. Development of solutions encouraging interoperability between the 
national single windows, so that they could exchange certain types of data meeting 
the defined standards, is also provided for. The proposal is based on the best 
endeavors structure. 
 

Logistics services 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The Proponent of the enhanced disciplines on logistic services made several 
proposals, including: 
● Clarification of definition of logistic services to include core freight logistics services 

auxiliary to all modes of transport set out in MTN.GNS/W/120 and related freight 
logistics services, i.e. maritime transport services (excluding internal waterways 
transport services), rail freight transport services, road freight transport services, 
air freight transport services, technical testing and analysis services and courier 
services; 

● Improvement of the level the relevant vertical GATS commitments in the sector, 
including undertaking both market access and national treatment commitments on 
core freight logistics services and related freight logistics services including 
allowing establishment of commercial presence; 

● Streamlining domestic regulation in the area (licensing, overall implementation of 
relevant laws and regulations). 

● The proposal also encourages Members to “promote the establishment of transport 
coordination mechanisms among themselves including a cooperation mechanism on civil 
aviation to improve infrastructure, promote international multimodal transport and inter-
connectivity between different modes of transport, and formulate standard and compatible 
transport rules, so as to facilitate further international transport and logistics services”. 
Enhancement of cooperation between transport and postal services is addressed as 
well. 
 

Enhanced trade facilitation 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The proposal is aimed at facilitation of cross-border E-commerce where products are 
sold online and later physically delivered to consumers or buyers within their 
territories. It builds on the TFA obligations suggesting acceleration reaching full 
compliance therewith. It also suggests a number of TFA – Plus measures in several 



areas. Among those: advanced customs clearance; diversification of revenue collection 
models; e-payment of customs duties, fees and charges; enhanced and diversified use 
of customs warehouses and/or free zones provided by the International Convention 
on the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures; optimization of the 
clearance processes; and enhancement of international cooperation on regulation of 
products in cross-border E-commerce in areas including, electronic data exchange, 
product quality responsibility tracing, product safety risk warning, quick reaction to 
unqualified product, etc.  
 
Use of technology for the release and clearance of goods 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

The Proponent suggests to enhance the use of technology in the customs clearance of 
goods (not limited to the goods sold via e-commerce) along the three distinct lines: a) 
use of technology embedded in packaging of goods / vehicles for risk analysis and 
expedited release of the goods; b) application of data analytics, including artificial 
intelligence-based technologies in risk management for customs control purposes; c) 
conducting customs inspections using non-intrusive and/ or remote technologies. The 
proposal is based on the best endeavors structure. Cooperation with private sector 
and line ministries involved in the certain aspects of customs clearance (such as 
compliance with the SPS and TBT requirements) is provided for. 
 
Provision of Trade Facilitating and Supportive Services 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSALS INCORPORATED IN THE JSI CONSOLIDATED TEXT 

Approaching “trade facilitation and supportive services” in a combined manner, and, 
notably, referring to such services as “information and transaction platform, customs 
clearance, logistics, payment and its collection, taxation and etc.”, and their delivery “through 
the Internet and ICT” the proponent appears to suggest to Members to undertake mode 1 
(cross border supply) GATS commitments facilitating supply of such services. The proposal 
is justified by the eventual resulting benefit to the MSMEs. The proponent further suggests 
that qualification requirements and procedures, as well as technical standards and licensing 
requirements should be applied to the suppliers of the trade facilitating and supportive 
services in a non-discriminatory and transparent manner. No particular [draft] market access 
commitments are, however, suggested. 
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Outline

• Electronic Transactions

• Electronic Signatures

• Electronic Contracts

• Electronic Invoices

• Electronic Payments

• Interactive Computer Software / Competition 

• Trade Facilitation

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



An “iceberg” of e-transactions

E-transactions frameworks

E-payments

E-contracts

E-authentication and signatures

E-invoices

E-transferrable records*

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



Electronic Transactions Frameworks 
(“packaged”)
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Electronic authentication X X X X X X X X
Electronic payments X ! X X X X
Electronic signatures X X X X X X X X
Electronic transactions X X X X X X X X X
Electronic contracts X X
Electronic Invoices X X X X

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



Electronic transactions (overview):

Aim: ensure enabling (through functional equivalence and non-
discrimination, nationally) and interoperable (through harmonization and /
or technologial neutrality, internationally) environment for conducting
business electronically.

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



Practical significance of e-transactions 
frameworks

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, E-commerce rules in the FICs, L.Guglya

Being able to complete the transaction fully online: 

Learn about the 
opportunity

Conclude a contract
(e-contracts, e-

authentication, e-
signatures)

Secure / make / 
receive payment

Be able to rely on e-
contract / other e-

vidence in the 
accessory deals or 

before a court

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



E-transactions frameworks

Elements
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[principles of] UNCITRAL MLEC X X X X X X X X
[principles of] UNCITRAL ECC X X X X X
UNCITRAL MLETR X X X
Other applicable international conventions and model 
laws relating to electronic commerce X X
Other international standards X
Avoidance of unnecessary regulatory burden / 
comparably restrictive treatment X X X X X X X
Facilitation of stakeholder input in rule-making X X X X X X
Industry-lead development of e-commerce X
Avoidance of undue hinderance of e-commerce X
Transitional period (SDT) X

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



Example: UKSDEA (2022), Art. 8.60 Domestic Electronic 
Transactions Framework and Electronic Contracts 

1. Each Party shall maintain a legal framework governing electronic transactions
consistent with the principles of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic
Commerce 1996 or the United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic
Communications in International Contracts done at New York, 23 November
2005.
2. Each Party shall endeavour to: 
(a) avoid any unnecessary regulatory burden on electronic transactions; and 
(b) facilitate input by interested persons in the development of its legal 

framework for electronic transactions. 
3. The Parties recognise the importance of facilitating the use of electronic
transferable records. To this end, each Party shall endeavour to establish a legal
framework governing electronic transferable records consistent with the
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records 2017.

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



The principles of the UNCITRAL MLEC (and other rel. 
instruments)

• non-discrimination (“A communication should not be denied validity on 
the sole ground that it is in electronic form ”)

• functional equivalence (“ The objectives and functions of paper-based 
requirements may be satisfied by electronic communications, provided 
certain criteria are met”); and 

• technological neutrality (“Legislation shall not impose the use or in any
way promote a specific technology ”).

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



Regulatory burden on e-commerce: example
Notification and licensing procedures for e-commerce businesses might be seen as making the access to the sector more complicated, when
similar procedures are not applicable to the regular vendors.

[As this JSI/ FTA/ DEA obligation is subject to exceptions, the above requirements might potentially be justified as measures aimed at ensuring
(and strengthening) consumer confidence and consumer protection, yet, yet, would need to meet the proportionality test for these purposes]

To consider: risk-based approach to the regulation (for instance, with respect to the imposition of the administrative requirements on
individual / occasional e-commerce vendors, establish an income threshold) <-- such practices are in place elsewhere

! A large share of e-commerce vendors are MSMES…

NB: ASEAN ECA: Art. 5(1). In the development and promotion of e-commerce, the role of each Member State shall be geared towards providing
an enabling legal and regulatory environment, providing a conducive and competitive business environment, and protecting the public
interest.

RCEP Article 12.2: Principles and Objectives:

1.The Parties recognise the economic growth and opportunities provided by electronic commerce, the importance of frameworks that promote
consumer confidence in electronic commerce, and the importance of facilitating the development and use of electronic commerce.

RCEP Art. 14.3: Cooperation

The Parties shall strengthen their cooperation under this Chapter, which may include:

(c) promoting the use of electronic commerce by small and medium enterprises

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



E-authentication / E-signatures – definitions (JSI)

"Electronic authentication" means the process or act of verifying the
identity of a party to an electronic communication or transaction or*
ensuring the integrity of an electronic communication.

*Negotiators' note: It is understood that 'or' includes 'and' and thus 
encompasses situations where both or either functions are performed.

"Electronic signature" means data in electronic form that is in, affixed to,
or logically associated with an electronic data message that may be used
to identify the signatory in relation to the data message and indicate the
signatory's approval of the information contained in the data message

PIFS E-commerce rules training, 03-04.2022, Key e-commerce disciplines.  L.Guglya



E-authentication and E-signatures

Elements
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Non-discrimination with respect to e-signatures (legal effect, legal validity, or admissibility as 
evidence) X X X X X X X

Party autonomy (allow parties to mutually determine the appropriate electronic 
authentication methods or electronic signature for that transaction) X X X X X X X X

Possibility to prove to judicial and administrative authorities that the use of electronic 
authentication or an electronic signature complies with the applicable legal requirements. X X X X X X X X

Technological neutrality (not limit the recognition of authentication technologies and 
implementation models) X X X

Advanced certification by the nationally accredited authority for certain types of transactions X X X X X X

Use of Interoperable electronic authentication X X X X X X X X

[Voluntary] mutual recognition of electronic authentication and electronic digital signatures X X X

Application of e-signatures rules to electronic seals, electronic time stamps, or electronic 
registered delivery services X X

Rules on authenticating data resulting from electronic authentication X

Exemption for the cases regulated otherwise in the domestic law X X X X X

Transitional period (SDT) X
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Example: UKSDEA (2022), Art. 8.61 Electronic 
Authentication
1. Except in circumstances otherwise provided for under its laws and regulations, a Party shall not deny 
the legal validity or legal effect of an electronic signature solely on the basis that the signature is in 
electronic form. 

2. Neither Party shall adopt or maintain a measure that would: 

(a) prohibit parties to an electronic transaction from mutually determining the appropriate 
electronic authentication methods or electronic signature for that transaction; or 

(b) prevent parties to an electronic transaction from being able to prove to judicial and 
administrative authorities that the use of electronic authentication or an electronic signature in 
that transaction complies with the applicable legal requirements. 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 2, a Party may require that, for a particular category of transactions, the 
method of electronic authentication or the electronic signature is certified by an authority accredited 
in accordance with its laws and regulations or meets certain performance standards. 

4. The Parties shall encourage the use of interoperable electronic authentication and work towards the 
mutual recognition of electronic authentication and electronic digital signatures. 

5. To the extent provided for in its laws and regulations, each Party shall apply paragraphs 1 to 3 to 
electronic seals, electronic time stamps, or electronic registered delivery services. 

6. To the extent provided for in its laws and regulations, each Party shall apply paragraph 1 to the 
authenticating data resulting from electronic authentication. 
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National Implementation: Electronic 
signatures in the Singapore ETA 
Requirement for signature 
8. Where a rule of law requires a signature, or provides for certain consequences 
if a document or a record is not signed, that requirement is satisfied in relation 
to an electronic record if —
(a) a method is used to identify the person and to indicate that person’s 
intention in respect of the information contained in the electronic record; and 
(b) the method used is either —
(i) as reliable as appropriate for the purpose for which the electronic record was 
generated or communicated, in the light of all the circumstances, including any 
relevant agreement; or 
(ii) proven in fact to have fulfilled the functions described in paragraph (a), by 
itself or together with further evidence. 
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Electronic signatures: Singapore –
demonstrations (functional approach)
Singapore’s Infocomm Media Development Authority (IDMA) interpretation 
of the ETA:

An e-signature can take several forms:

• Pasting a digitized image of a manuscript signature;

• Signing using a stylus or finger on a touch screen;

• Ticking a check box or clicking ‘I accept’ on an online form; and

• Selecting an option in an electronic signature software.

• A scanned copy of a page signed with ink.

• Software solutions…Adobe Sign, DocuSign, GlobalSign, MiSign, and 
Netrust.
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Electronic contracts
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Non-discrimination with respect to e-contracts (legal 
effect, legal validity, or admissibility as evidence) X X
Exemption for the cases regulated otherwise in the 
domestic law
Obligation to publish online and minimize the contrary 
requirements contained in the national law X
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Example: UKSDEA (2022), Art. 8.60 Domestic Electronic 
Transactions Framework and Electronic Contracts 

4. Except in circumstances otherwise provided for in its domestic law, 
neither Party shall deny the legal effect, legal validity or enforceability of 
an electronic contract, solely on the basis that the contract has been 
concluded by electronic means. 

5. Recognising the importance of transparency for minimising barriers to 
digital trade, each Party shall maintain on a publicly accessible website a 
list of the circumstances referred to in paragraph 4. 

6. With the aim of increasing the use of electronic contracts, each Party 
shall review its list referred to in paragraph 5 on an ongoing basis. 
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E-invoicing – definition (DEPA)

Electronic invoicing or e-invoicing means the automated creation,
exchange and processing of request for payments between suppliers and
buyers using a structured digital format.

Would a scanned version of this document be 
considered a commercial invoice?
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Electronic invoicing

Elements
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Non-discrimination with respect to e-invoices for sale of 
goods or provision of services X X
Recognition of importance of invoicing standards X X X X
Ensuring domestic interoperability X X X
Ensuring cross-border interoperability (accounting for on 
international systems, guidelines or recommendations, 
where they exist) X X X X
Explicit reference to Peppol (as an example) X
Sharing best practices / cooperation X X X X
Promotion of the existence of policies, infrastructure or 
processes that support electronic invoicing for juridical 
persons (legal entities) X X X
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Peppol* 

https://peppol.com/blog/what-is-peppol/
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Example 1: UKSDEA (2022), Art. 8.61-A  Electronic Invoicing
1. The Parties recognise the importance of electronic invoicing to increase the
efficiency, accuracy and reliability of commercial transactions. Each Party also
recognises the benefits of ensuring that the systems used for electronic invoicing within
its territory are interoperable with the systems used for electronic invoicing in the
other Party's territory.

2. Each Party shall ensure that the implementation of measures related to electronic 
invoicing in its territory supports cross-border interoperability between the Parties' 
electronic invoicing frameworks. To this end, each Party shall take into account 
international frameworks when developing measures related to electronic invoicing, 
such as Peppol. 

3. The Parties recognise the economic importance of promoting the global adoption of 
interoperable electronic invoicing systems. To this end, the Parties shall share best 
practices and collaborate, where appropriate, on promoting the adoption of 
interoperable systems for electronic invoicing. 
4. The Parties recognise the benefits of promoting, encouraging, supporting or 
facilitating the adoption of electronic invoicing by juridical persons. To this end, the 
Parties shall endeavour to promote the existence of policies, infrastructure or processes 
that support electronic invoicing. 
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Example 2: DEPA, Art. 2.5(4)  Electronic Invoicing
4. The Parties agree to cooperate and collaborate on initiatives which
promote, encourage, support or facilitate the adoption of e-invoicing by
businesses. To this end, the Parties shall endeavour to:

(a) promote the existence of underlying infrastructure to support e-
invoicing; and

(b) generate awareness of and build capacity for e-invoicing
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Electronic Payments (overview):

Aim: ensure enabling (through functional equivalence, nationally) and
interoperable (through harmonization and / or technologial neutrality,
[conditional] national treatment granted to foreign providers, etc.
internationally) environment for using bank-operated and other
electronic payments, which is also conductive for further development
and innovation therein.

“I love you not only for what you are, but for what I am when I am with 
you […]”. 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning

3
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The payment options and choices to make

Payment method Bank participation Types of transactions [usually] served

Cash Not necessary All

Credit, debit cards Necessary All

Other payment cards Not necessary B2C, B2B

Mobile wallets (including for P2P payments) Necessary / Not necessary B2C, G2C

Online [Banking] Payments Necessary All

Direct debit Necessary B2C, G2C

“Pay later” solutions Necessary / Not necessary B2C, B2B (regular invoice)

Cryptocurrencies Not necessary B2C, B2B

"electronic payments" means a payer's transfer of a monetary claim acceptable to a payee made through 
electronic means (UKSDEA)
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The JSI: the ONLY textual submission (accounted for in 
INF/ECOM/57)

• Electronic payments shall be allowed;
• MFN and NT granted to foreign service suppliers (Modes of supply not clearly

indicated, yet, likely, 1 and 2)
• Specific rule providing for establishment of commercial presence (Mode 3)
• Access to national payment and clearing systems
• Non-discriminatory and least trade – restrictive licensing
• Consultations with foreign payment suppliers operating in the territory of the 

member in rule-making

Another submission, not incorporated in the Stocktake text, based on the ASEAN ECA Art. 9(1):

Art.9 (1) Member States recognise the importance of safe and secure, efficient, and interoperable e-
payment systems while taking into account the readiness of each Member State in terms of capacity, 
infrastructure, and regulation of e-payment systems […]
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[Electronic] Payments within the RCEP

! The RCEP does not contain e-payment rules in the Chapter 12 (e-
commerce chapter)

Instead, e-payments are treated in parity with the other modes of
payments in the Annex 8A, subject to the scheduled commitments

→No transitional periods are available; dispute settlement chapter
applies

The main rules are cross-cutting and deal with national treatment,
innovation, specific exceptions (the including prudential) and cross-
border financial data flows
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More inspiration: the recent DEPA and DEA (1)

DEPA DEA

Article 2.7: Electronic Payments ARTICLE 11: Electronic Payments
1. Noting the rapid growth of electronic
payments, in particular, those provided by
new payment service providers, Parties
agree to support the development of
efficient, safe and secure cross border
electronic payments by fostering the
adoption and use of internationally
accepted standards, promoting
interoperability and the interlinking of
payment infrastructures, and encouraging
useful innovation and competition in the
payments ecosystem.

1. Recognising the rapid growth of electronic payments, in
particular those provided by non-bank, non-financial institution and
FinTech enterprises, the Parties shall support the development of
efficient, safe and secure cross-border electronic payments by: (a)
fostering the adoption and use of internationally accepted
standards for electronic payments; (b) promoting interoperability
and the interlinking of electronic payment infrastructures; and (c)
encouraging innovation and competition in electronic payments
services.

The core approach of these two agreements is similar to that reflected in the earlier submissions:
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More inspiration: the recent DEPA and DEA (2)

However, they further reflect on a bunch of the more precise modern rules / principles:

[Transparency]
(a) The Parties shall endeavour to make their respective

regulations on electronic payments, including those
pertaining to regulatory approval, licensing
requirements, procedures and technical standards,
publicly available in a timely manner.

(a) make regulations on electronic payments, including in
relation to regulatory approval, licensing requirements,
procedures and technical standards, publicly available;

[Domestic regulation – Speedy consideration]
(b) endeavour to finalise decisions on regulatory or 
licensing approvals in a timely manner; 

[Non-discrimination of non-financial institutions]
(c) not arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate between
financial institutions and non-financial institutions in
relation to access to services and infrastructure
necessary for the operation of electronic payment
systems;
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More inspiration: the recent DEPA and DEA (3)

[Interoperabilty through payment standards]
(b) The Parties shall endeavour to take into account, for
relevant payment systems, internationally accepted
payment standards to enable greater interoperability
between payment systems.

(d) adopt, for relevant electronic payment systems,
international standards for electronic payment messaging,
such as the International Organization for Standardization
Standard ISO 20022 Universal Financial Industry Message
Scheme, for electronic data exchange between financial
institutions and services suppliers to enable greater
interoperability between electronic payment systems;

[Sharing of APIs]
(c) The Parties shall endeavour to promote the use of
Application Programming Interface (API) and to encourage
financial institutions and payment service providers to
make available APIs of their financial products, services
and transactions to third party players where possible to
facilitate greater interoperability and innovation in the
electronic-payments ecosystem.

(e) facilitate the use of open platforms and architectures
such as tools and protocols provided for through
Application Programming Interfaces (“APIs”) and
encourage payment service providers to safely and
securely make APIs for their products and services
available to third parties, where possible, to facilitate
greater interoperability, innovation and competition in
electronic payments; and
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More inspiration: the recent DEPA and DEA (4)
[Enabling cross-border e-authentication]

(d) The Parties shall endeavour to enable cross-border
authentication and electronic know-your-customer of
individuals and businesses using digital identities.

[Risk-based regulatory approaches]
(e) The Parties recognise the importance of upholding
safety, efficiency, trust and security in electronic payment
systems through regulation. The implementation of
regulation should, where appropriate, be proportionate to
and commensurate with the risks posed by the provision
of electronic payment systems.

3. In view of paragraph 1, the Parties recognise the
importance of upholding safety, efficiency, trust and
security in electronic payment systems through
regulations, and that the adoption and enforcement of
regulations and policies should be proportionate to the
risks undertaken by the payment service providers.

[Promotion of innovation and competition]
(f) The Parties agree that policies should promote
innovation and competition in a level playing field and
recognise the importance of enabling the introduction of
new financial and electronic payment products and
services by incumbents and new entrants in a timely
manner such as through adopting regulatory and industry
sandboxes.

(f) facilitate innovation and competition and the
introduction of new financial and electronic payment
products and services in a timely manner, such as through
adopting regulatory and industry sandboxes.
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LEI – cross border corporate authentication

[Origins: JSI on Services – Domestic Regulation (also INTEGRATED INTO THE RCEP Chapter 8, 
etc.)

• Cross-border authentication (for instance, via LEI numbers)

The LEI is a unique and globally valid identifier of legal entities involved in financial 
transactions. An internationally standardised identification number for financial market 
participants is intended to improve the quality of financial data and facilitate the assessment 
of systemic risks.
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Activities of electronic platforms / 
intermediaries

Contained / proposed in: USMCA and the JSI.

The proposal suggests drawing a line between the information / content provider and the electronic platform service provider,
which is not involved in the creation of the information in question, but l 'hosts only;

The measure does not prevent the treatment of infringements of intellectual property or the application of intellectual property,
criminal law, compliance with specific legal orders of a law enforcement authority;

It also encourages the "good samaritan" actions taken to activate or make available technical means that may allow an
information content provider or other person to restrict access to material that it considers harmful or objectionable.

"Information content provider" means a person or 
entity that creates or develops, in whole or in part, 
information provided through the internet or another 
interactive computer service. 

"Interactive computer service" means a system or 
service that provides or enables electronic access by 
multiple users to a computer server. 
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Who are the intermediaries?

• Internet access and service providers
• Data processing and web hosting 

providers
• Internet search engines 
• E-commerce intermediaries /platforms
• Internet payment systems
• Participative networking [social] 

platforms
(OECD2010)

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/1223
82/PPT%20G%20Sartor.pdf
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* The inspiration for the interactive compute software 
rules (US, similar rules elsewhere):

Communication Decency Act (CDA), 
1996, Section230

Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA /OCILLA) 1998

Interactive computer service providers are not 
liable for information provided by another 
content provider (safe harbour)

They keep their immunity when act in good faith 
to restrict access to objectionable materials 
(good Samaritan clause)

--> Full immunity from liabilities and
Injunctions

Limited exceptions

Provider processing infringing content not liable 
if: 
- has no actual knowledge that the material is 

infringing; 
- does not receive a financial benefit from 

infringing activity;
- upon notification of alleged infringement 

expeditiously removes content or blocks 
access to it (notice and takedown procedure)
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* The inspiration for the interactive compute software 
rules:

• https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/230

[liberalization; free market; self-control; minimal governmental invovemet]

”It is the policy of the United States—

(1) to promote the continued development of the Internet and 
other interactive computer services and other interactive media;

(2) to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists 
for the Internet and other interactive computer services, unfettered by 
Federal or State regulation;

(3) to encourage the development of technologies which maximize user
control over what information is received by individuals, families, and
schools who use the Internet and other interactive computer services […]
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** Hearing Before the US House of Representatives March 25, 
2021. Testimony of Mark Zuckerberg - Facebook, Inc

[…] Instead of being granted immunity, platforms should be required to 
demonstrate that they have systems in place for identifying unlawful content 
and removing it. 

Platforms should not be held liable if a particular piece of content evades its
detection—that would be impractical for platforms with billions of posts per
day—but they should be required to have adequate systems in place to address
unlawful content. Definitions of an adequate system could be proportionate to
platform size and set by a third-party. That body should work to ensure that the
practices are fair and clear for companies to understand and implement, and that
best practices don’t include unrelated issues like encryption or privacy changes
that deserve a full debate in their own right.

In addition to concerns about unlawful content, Congress should act to bring
more transparency, accountability, and oversight to the processes by which
companies make and enforce their rules about content that is harmful but
legal.
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Good practices: CERRE 2018, Policy recommendations

Shared responsibility - All actors, including the platforms, should share the responsibility 
of the detection and the removal of illegal content.

Infrastructure for detection- Online platforms should be required to provide the right 
infrastructure ensuring the effective and proactive detection of illegal content by using, 
for example, efficient monitoring systems based on automated detection technology.

Rapid removal- Online platforms should provide their users with easy notification
systems for effective and rapid removal of illegal material online.

Co-regulation - For illegal material that justifies a more extensive duty of care, such 
as terrorism content or child pornography, the rules should be accompanied by strict 
effective co-regulation or self-regulation.
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Competition
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Exchanging information and share best practices on the promotion and protection of a competitive environment 
in digital markets X X X

Exchanging information and experiences on development of competition policies in the digital markets; X X

Providing advice or training, including through the exchange of officials, to assist a Party to build necessary 
capacities to strengthen competition policy development and competition law enforcement in the digital markets X X

Strengthen cooperation to identify and mitigate anticompetitive practices in the digital markets X

Cooperate in any other form agreed X X

Ensure, as appropriate, that any user of any other Party is accorded equal treatment when accessing and using 
online intermediation services X

Endeavour to enter into consultations and provide information X

Cooperate on issues of competition law enforcement in digital markets, including through notification, 
consultation and the exchange of information. X X

Cooperate in a manner compatible with their respective laws, regulations and important interests, and within 
reasonably available resources. X X X
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Example 1: UKSDEA (2022), Art. 8.61-U  Cooperation on 
Competition Policy
1. Recognising that the Parties can benefit by sharing their experiences in enforcing competition 
law and in developing and implementing competition policies to address the challenges that 
arise from the digital economy, the Parties shall consider undertaking agreed technical 
cooperation activities, including: 

(a) exchanging information and experiences on the development of competition policies for 
digital markets; 

(b) sharing best practices on the enforcement of competition law and the promotion of 
competition in digital markets; 

(c) providing advice or training, including through the exchange of officials, to assist a Party to 
build necessary capacities to strengthen competition policy development and competition 
law enforcement in digital markets; and 

(d) any other form of technical cooperation agreed by the Parties. 

2. The Parties shall endeavour to cooperate, where practicable, on issues of competition law 
enforcement in digital markets between their respective authorities, including through 
notification, consultation and the exchange of information. 

3. Any cooperation under paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be in a manner compatible with each Party's 
domestic law and important interests, and within their available resources. 
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Example 2: WTO JSI on E-commerce, Access to Online 
Platforms / Competition
Recognizing that [Members/Parties] can benefit by sharing their experience in enforcing 
competition law and in developing and implementing policies to address the additional 
challenges that may arise from digital trade, the [Members/Parties] shall endeavour to: 

(a) exchange information and share best practices on the promotion and protection of a 
competitive environment in digital markets; 

(b) strengthen cooperation in order to identify and mitigate anticompetitive practices in 
the digital markets; 

(c) ensure, as appropriate, that any user of any other [Member/Party] is accorded equal 
treatment when accessing and using online intermediation services. 

Each [Member/Party], at the request of any other [Member/Party], shall endeavour to enter
into consultations with a view to ensuring the equal treatment referred to in paragraph 1(c).
The [Member/Party] addressed shall accord full and sympathetic consideration to such a
request and shall endeavour to provide the requesting [Member/Party] with relevant
information in a manner compatible with its respective laws and regulations.
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E-trade facilitation (TFA + or TFA “More”)

• Customs procedures

• Improvements to trade policies

• Enhanced trade facilitation

• De minimis

• Single windows data exchange and system interoperability

• Use of technology for the release and clearance of goods

• Logistics services

• Provision of Trade Facilitating and Supportive Services
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E-trade facilitation (TFA + or TFA “More”): 
Points of disagreement
• Forum: WTO JSI on e-commerce or the WTO TFA Committee? WTO 

CTS? WCO? 

• SDT: [TFA commitment categories and speeding up the 
implementation]

• Positive discrimination in favour of physical goods traded via e-
commerce (as compared to those transacted through physical trade)
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